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• Distinctive with its durability and comfortable 
structure, Alissa provides amazing ergonomics to 
sleep lovers with the 3 different comfort layers on its 
top surface.

involuntary turning.

• According to the height-weight index this product is 
ideal for users with medium weight.

• Attractive with its stylish quilting on both sides, the 

comfort.

the body in the best possible form, are independent of 
each other, silent and prevent movement at one point 
being felt at another point.









































JUBILEE
Spring Air Padded Ergonomic Pocket Spring Mattress
For those seeking ergonomics and the comfort of padding …
• Wool, which is one of the natural materials that can hold heat best 

with its curly and thin-long fibers, also has the ability to absorb high 
humidity and evaporate due to its structure. Enriched with natural

    wool wadding, which is renewable, environmentally friendly and 
effective in climate management, Jubilee offers its user a natural 
sleeping platform.

• A superior comfort has been gained with the original pad design. 
The Viscostar Aeromax comfort layer, designed to adapt to the 
ergonomics of the body, is accompanied by the specially designed 
ErgoPedic layer of İşbir.

• With the comfort of ViscoStar, the continuation of blood flow is ensured 
smoothly, involuntary turns are reduced. With the ErgoPedic layer, 
the body weight is distributed evenly on the mattress surface. This 
layer is soft to the shoulder and leg area and supports the waist by 
providing a firmer feeling to the hip and waist areas. It offers a deep 
and uninterrupted sleep.

• Dura Support Lateksit layer is used, which allows you to have a calm 
sleep experience by balancing the movements inside the bed. This 
layer helps to distribute the weight in a balanced way.

• In addition to the layer that distributes body weight on the mattress 
surface, the Back Supporter 7-Zone Pocket Spring System adapts to 
all pressure points of the body. These springs do not make sounds, do 
not deform over time.

• Tencel fabric with superior moisture management and touch has been 
preferred. In this way, it helps to keep the temperature at the ideal level 
by relaxing the body temperature with effective evaporation.

1- Tencel Fabric
2- Hygiene+ Fiber
3- Wool Comfort Layet
4- Hyper Soft Continent  Layer
5- Hyper Soft Continent  Layer
6- Dura Support Continent  Layer
7- Wadding

8- Backsupporter Viscostar 
 Aeromax Comfort Layer
9- Ergopedic HR Counterweight Layer
10- Dura Support Layer
11- Wadding
12- Backsupporter Spring System
13- Dura Support Edge Supporter

BACK SUPPORTER
7 ZONED POCKET SPRING

HİJYEN TÜNELİNDEN
GEÇMİŞTİR

PADDED
MATTRESS

ANTIPERSPIRANT
AIR CIRCULATION

WARRANTY
PERIOD

SST

MATTRESS
HEIGHT

2+3
SINGLE

SIDE

CM (±2)
36

COOL & DRY
TECHNOLOGY

ERGOPEDIC
LAYER

WOOLVISCOSTAR
AEROMAX

LATEKSİT SUPPORT&
COMFORT LAYER

TENCEL
KNITTED FABRIC

YEAR

<<<< mattressexpert
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In order to choose the right 
mattress, ask yourself: 
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